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A research-policy-practice-
partnership between Peabody 
and the Tennessee 
Department of Education 
committed to producing useful, 
timely, objective, and rigorous 
studies that figure prominently 
in the state’s school 
improvement strategies.



Four main areas of work:

1. Driving improvement in 
low-performing schools

2. Reimagining state support 
for professional learning

3. Creating high-quality early 
learning opportunities

4. Strengthening 
Tennessee’s education 
labor market





What are we learning at TERA about school 
leadership in Tennessee?



School Principals Matter
(a lot)



Our data show

Effective 
Principals

Higher test 
score growth

Lower turnover 
among effective 

teachers 
(and higher turnover 

among ineffective teachers)

More positive 
school climatePractice ratings principals receive 

through the TEAM evaluation system 

predict who is effective

“How Principals Drive School Success” 

(2018 TERA Research Brief)



Effective Leaders Are Distributed 
Inequitably

(the best aren’t where they are needed most)



Principal experience is lower in high-poverty 
schools

School poverty measured by the fraction of students who 
are eligible for free/reduced price lunch (FRPL)

“Do All Students Have Access to Great Principals?” 

(2019 TERA Research Brief)



Principal experience is lower in high-poverty 
schools



Not just an urban phenomenon

By student poverty



Many principals of disadvantaged schools are 
new to their schools each year



Similar patterns for TEAM ratings

By student poverty

About 1 
full rating 

point



What drives these patterns of sorting?

1. Districts tend to place less qualified, less 

effective leaders in less advantaged schools

2. Leader turnover is much higher in 

disadvantaged schools
Annual Principal Turnover Rates

Also find that 

when principals 

turn over, 

student 

achievement 

dips for 2 years 

and teacher 

turnover jumps



Conclusions

School leadership is a key lever for school 
improvement

Tennessee has work to do to place leaders 
more equitably and reduce leader turnover

TERA would love your engagement as we 
learn more about these important topics and 
how we can address them
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